A satisfactory proper time operator is found for Dirac's quantum relativistic electron. A self-consistent scheme is developed in which this operator and Beck's proper time derivative have the properties they should have.
Proper time is essential for a covariant formulation of classical relativistic mechanics. It would be surprising if its counterpart in relativistic quantum mechanics did not exist. One of the purposes of this paper is to introduce a proper time operator in Dirac's electron theory and to study its properties.
It will be related to Beck's 1 l proper time derivative**)
and new arguments in favor of Beck's formula will be given. It is desirable to have at one's disposal some definition of proper time derivative: In non relativistic quantum mechanics very eifective use has been made of the ordinary time derivative d0/dt=80/8t+i [H, Q] .
(1· 2)
One can expect that not to have a quantum mechanical proper time derivative implies to miss a useful tool. That is why a second purpose of this paper will be to do some critical study of Eq. (1·1). In references 2) "--'4) the proper time derivative was used as a tool to study the properties of some position operator candidates. In particular in reference 4) it was shown that Bunge's position operator 5 )
X"'= x"' + (i/2mo) r"' (1· 3) could agree with relativistic generalizations of Ehrenfest theorems (i.e. non quantum analogues) and still be covariant.*) vVe shall analyse in the same way other position operators usually considered to be covariant. It will be the third purpose of this paper to contrjbute in this way to the localization problem.
We shall work within the framework of Dirac's quantum relativistic theory of the electron in the standard formulation of it (i.e. allowing for particles and antiparticles). We shall restrict ourselves to the free particle case except in the Appendix where electromagnetic interactions will be included.
Our plan will be the following: In § 2 we shall state notations and conventions and in § 3 we shall discuss some ambiguities in the linear and angular 4-momentum whose clarification is necessary for later work. The position operrators to be considered will be introduced briefly in § 4 and the behaviour of position operators under translations will be discussed in § 5. The proper time operator will be defined in § 6 . In the same section we shall do a critical study of it and of Beck's formula (1·1). In § § 7, 8 and 9 we shall investigate the properties of Pryce's (class cl), Bacry's and R. ]. Finkelstein's position operators. The conclusions will be condensed in § 10 . In the Appendix we shall give what we expect is a new interpretation of some previously known auxiliary formulas that we need to use. § 2 
. Conventions
We use the conventions employed by Messiah 8 ) for units, metric, indices, vectors, spinors and Dirac matrices. In particular Greek characters stand for the 4-dimensional tensor indices 0, 1, 2 and 3 while 3-dimensional tensor indices are denoted by Latin characters. We call b any 4-vector with components b"' and b its space part. The electron's rest mass will be denoted by m 0 and ¢ will always mean a solution ¢ (x) = ¢ (t, x) of Dirac's equation. Calculations in first quantization will be made in the coordinate representation and the Schrodinger picture unless otherwise stated.
We call *> Let us remember that for example the Newton-Wigner-Foldy-Wouthuysen's position operator6>,7> obeys some formulas with classical analogues but it is not covariant in the usual formulation of the relativistic quantum theory. If XA is a position operator of name A, we call (1/2) IA#" the "spin tensor" usually associated to it, (2. 6) Exception: We use the standard symbols x and (1/2) (J#" for Dirac's position and spin variables.
Notation and conventions were chosen so as to conform to those of reference 4) to which this paper is so much related. Exceptions: We use here natural units and an index B will be associated to Bunge (ii) When (as usual) both particles and antiparticles are allowed for Dirac's equation, one must take some care regarding the generators of the Lorentz group. As is well known, the operators that represent observables must transform ${ into itself. Let us consider the operators P'\ j~'", p~' and }~'" defined in Eqs. (2 ·1) and (2 · 2). All components of p~' and j~'" transform ${ into itself while this does not happen with some components of P~' and }~'". This fact would suggest that the quantum mechanical representatives of the linear 4-momentum and the angular momentum 4-tensor are p~' and j~'", not P~' and }~'". However p~' and j~'" do not satisfy the well known commutation relations that the components of linear and angular 4-momentum should.**> On the other hand, P~' and }~'" obey all these commutation relations but p 0 and ?k, as we just mentioned, are not orthodox quantum mechanical operators. We call p 0 , ?k and their functions formal quantum mechanical operators. Of course an orthodox operator (like p ) and its formal counterpart (P 0 ) are interchangeable when used in expressions where the operator is directly applied to <j; E $(". But care must be taken in the following cases. a) When eigenvalues are looked for in the context of the standard quantum mechanical interpretative rules, the discussion above shows that p~' and j~'" should be used. b) Let us have ftf:.${" (as in f=Q<j; with 0 like in a previous footnote). Then if e.g. the 03 component of the angular momentum tensor must be applied to f, some specific reason must be given Bacry defined it in terms of the linear 4-momentum P'" and the total angular momentum 4-tensor M'"" corresponding to an irreducible representation of the inhomogeneous Lorentz group, in the following form :
The standard Dirac's formalism for the electron corresponds to a representation of the inhomogeneous Lorentz group but it is not irreducible (because particles and antiparticles are simultaneously considered). This implies that in order of using Bacry's original definition we must restrict ourselves to the positive energy shell, because then the representation is irreducible. If we do that, Bacry's operator is 
We shall also consider its "orthodox counterpart" [ c£.
(
In § 8 we shall consider XBA (for general free systems) and XaBA and XaBA (for Dirac's electron).
E. Finkelstein's jJosition operator 10 ) R. ]. 
The operator XF will be discussed in § 9 as well as some related position operators. §
Behaviour of position under translations
It IS well known that the transformations
are induced in ${" by 4-translations a. This statement IS basic for the theory because it gives the 4-momentum operators in terms of the generators of these induced transformations and is universally accepted. In order that a be a translation, the change induced on the position operator X should be X~X+a.
(5 ·2)
[This is the Heisenberg-type transformation 14 ) which corresponds to the Schrodingertype14) transformation given by Eq. (5 ·1) .] But Dirac's operator x transforms just as X in Eq. (5 · 2)
x--~x+a.
(5 ·3)
Then it follows that when x transforms as in Eq. (5 · 3) X transforms as in Eq. (5 · 2) . This requirement will be called the translation condition. Notice that it is independent of any assumption on the physical meaning of x. § 6. Proper time A. Introduction M0ller 15 ) proved that the quantum mechanical proper time s must be represented by an operator, i.e. it is not a c-number as the ordinary time. For/ 5 ) " ... the proper time is obtained as the readings of a clock which moves together *> Finkelstein considers the additional assumption that (p 1 J;~-') -l!zp){Fv equals the time in a frame of reference in which the average value of p equals zero, but we shall see that for Dirac's electron this assumption is not necessary since the other assumptions define uniquely XF" and ~ F~'" ( § 9).
with the particle, therefore the proper time depends on the velocity of the particle, which, however, in quantum mechanics is a q-number".
R. ]. Finkelstein 10 ) proposed an alternative definition which, if correct, would avoid the operator character of the proper time. Given a particle in a state cp let us call r the invariant parameter which is equal to the ordinary time in the frame of reference in which (p) = 0. R. ]. Finkelstein called r the proper time.
However, this implies that r is a functional r=r(cp), which in turn implies that operators that in Finkelstein's paper represent observables (like position) depend on cp, which should not happen for operators that represent quantum observables. Moreover, since in general .dp=f=O, r is the (ordinary) time in a frame in which the particle is not at rest. An additional argument against Finkelstein's hypothesis concerning r will be given in B, § 9.
We shall look for the proper time operator s. It will be provided by Finkelstein's work if we just make a small change in it. He proposed 
B. Definition
We call (6 ·1) the proper time operator candidate associated to some covariant 4-position operator candidate XA. In Eq. (6 ·1) the function sA(o) is arbitrary up to (eventually) reality conditions.
C. Discussion
Given any solution ¢ of Dirac's equation we have (6 ·2) If the particle is in an eigenstate of 4-momentum we can perfo:rm a Lorentz
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transformation L¢ = </JR which carries the particle to rest (state ¢R). Then, where the sign is that of the energy.
Let us consider first the + sign (positive energy). Equation (6 · 3) is just what should be expected if X 0 is a time.*) We see that the meaning of the function s} 0 ) we added the second side of Eq. (6 ·1) is to allow a change in the origin of sA in order to make it arbitrary, as it should be. If we introduce this term sA_<o) we allow the origin of proper time to be independent of the origin of the reference frame, just as in the classical theory. Now we discuss the ± sign. We have the + sign for electrons and the sign for positrons. The sign in Eq. (6 · 3) is in agreement with the interpretation of the Feynman graphs: Let us consider, e.g., pair annihilation ( Fig.  1) . As s is the invariant path length, it must increase from A to B and from B to C, but X 0 goes down from 
Thd definition (6 ·1) provides an operator which is invariant under homogeneous Lorentz transformations (as it should be) and that equals X 0 when the jJarticle is at rest (up to a sign which is in agreement with

D. Selection of the position operators to be used in the definition of the proper time
As a result of the latter sections we shall see that, among the set of position operators considered in this paper, only Bunge's and Dirac's operators remain as reasonable candidates. That is why in formula (6 ·1) and the following we shall only consider the corresponding proper time operators. In what follows only sB (corresponding to Bunge's XB) and sn (corresponding to Dirac's Xn=x) will be studied.
E. Discussion of sB and sD
From Eqs. (1· 3) and (6 ·1) we obtain (6 ·10) (c£. reference 2)), also independently reo btained by other authors. 2 ), 3 ) In reference 4) we proved that Beck's definition follows uniquely from invariance arguments, that it has the properties it should and we also discussed alternative definitions proposed by other authors. 
G. Further discussion of proper time operator and proper time derivatives
so that (6 ·13) Formally this means that the proper time can only be known simultaneously with the 3-momentum in the rest system. It is just in this system where the definition of proper time requires the simultaneous knowledge of both quantities.
The same happens with the energy operator, because in the rest system 
<dO/ds)= ±<dQ/dt). (6 ·16)
This means that Beck's proper time derivative also agrees with the fact that in the rest system the proper time must be equal to the ordinary time up to a sign which is in agreement with the interpretation of Feynman graphs [cf. 
H. Remark
The proper time operator and the proper time derivative discussed here have the properties one could expect for them, including the correct relationship between them.
To avoid inconsistencies we must not work with this proper time operator as it belongs to the set of orthodox operators that represent quantum mechanical observables (i.e. to the set of operators that transform !f{ into itself). We must work with this proper time operator taking into account the fact that it is a formal operator [cf. (ii), § 3] that transforms !fC is considered a self-consistent theory seems to be obtained.
We notice that at least in the one particle approximation the proper time operator seems to be intimately vinculated to the time evolution of the system (because it contains Po). This fact has an intuitive physical interpretation:
When applied to a state the proper time operator must extract information (via Po¢=ia 0 ¢) about how it will evolve, in order to adapt itself to measure always the ordinary time in the rest system. § 7. Pryce's case ) gave a second quantum version of XP and in reference 12) it was given a third one. The latter (as well as Bunge's position operator) is one of the few position operator candidates that are not eliminated by the requirement that inertial frames of reference be physically equivalent as regards localization.
Pryce defined for the first time a quantum version of the covariant center of mass/ 3 ) which is different from those of references 11) and 12). It is the operator defined in Eq. (4·2). This is the operator we shall discuss here, as well as the spin (cf. § 2) (1/2) :$p associated to it.
B. Derivatives
From Eqs. ( 4 · 2) and (6 ·10) we get
so that (7 ·4) With Eq. (2 · 6), (7. 5) These derivatives can be compared with the ordinary time derivatives. It 1s known that 
D. Discussion
The operator Xp obeys the "translation condition" ( § 5). Moreover Eqs.
(7 · 5) to (7 · 8) are quite reasonable. Equation (7 · 2) can be accepted when combined with (7 · 6) in the form
because Heitler 16 ) showed that ro can be interpreted as the operator ro = (1-v2)~~2 . (7 ·10) However Eq. (7 · 4) seems to be impossible to understand for a free particle. This fact makes doubtful the meaning of XP as the 3-position of a particle. Additionally it must be remembered that, contrary to what usually is assumed,***) Xp is not the space part of a 4-position****l and that Chakrabarti 11 ) showed that *) Notice that to work with [j~"v, Xpk] cP implies considering the expression j;tv Xpk¢ and that if c/'E$£ 11 then, generally, Xpk¢ft_$£'', so that the remark made in the second footnote of § 3 must be taken into accont. **) The covariance of Xp was already objected in other form by Chakrabarti_ll). ***) One of us (A.J.K.) also made this common mistake: In Eq. (13) of reference 17) x 1 k=Xpk was used, so some corrections must be made. These however do not alter the conclusions of that paper. ****) While Eq. (7 ·4) seems a strong argument against the interpretation of Xp as the position 9f the electron, the non ~xistenc;e of Xp 0 is not decisive against a covariant position, 1 5),l8), 12) Pryce's quantization procedure is not wholly consistent.
What we question is Eq. ( 4 · The physical meanmg of Bacry's operator IS not quite clea:r. He makes three statements :
1) It is "~ covariant position operator".
2) It "can be considered as the position operator ~n thf rest fram(! ", 3) "It 1s not a point operator but rather a space-time straight line operator ... " which " ... corresponds to any point of a given straight line, the direction of which is ... " that of the four momentum. These statements would contradict each other if they were taken too literally. (For example the fact that it is a covariant position seems to contradict that it is only the position in the rest system.) That is why the following interpretation of those statements seems to be in order: 4) Bacry's operator represents a straight line, the direction of which is that of the four momentum. In the rest system this line has the direction of the time axis, so that its intersection with the 3-dimensional hyperplane t =con-stant (where t is the ordinary time) is a point which represents the position of the particle in the rest system. The set of all the above mentioned lines (which are represented by Bacry's operator) corresponds one-to-one with the set of points which are the positions of the particle in the rest system. In this sense, Bacry's operator also represents the position in the rest system. As an operator it has a manifestly covariant form [as seen from Eq. ( 4 · 3) J and as its meaning is an invariant line, its physical interpretation is Lorentz invariant.
However, this interpretation of Bacry's statements seems unlikely since a line in space-time is defined by seven independent coordinates and the number of independent components of Bacry's 4-vector cannot be greater than four. The same objection precludes the statement (3) except if here one only consider e.g. those lines which have the direction of the 4-momentum but such that they go through the space-time origin of coordinates (i.e. a set of directions), but this loophole seems too sophisticated: It is much simpler to represent this set of directions by the 4-momentum operator.
Moreover, Bacry's statement (3) and the interpretation (4) seem to be somewhat controversial with quantum mechanics. For, the measurable values of an observable represented by an operator are its eigenvalues, so that the eigenvalues of Bacry's operator components should be the projections of the lines on the coordinate axis, while the eigenvalues of a component of the operator defined in Eq. ( 4 · 3) are numbers, i.e. points of the coordinate axis.
In this way we see that only literal interpretations of the statements (1) and (2) remain to be considered (with Bacry's position representing the standard point position). But in both cases the zero component of Eqs. (8 ·1), (8 · 3), (8 · 6) and (8 · 7) cannot be understood because they mean that the timecomponent of Bacry's position is a constant of the motion. Furthermore for statement (1) there is an additional difficulty when one considers the spacecomponents of those equations because they mean that in any system the particle is always at rest. This additional difficulty also appears with statement (2) because using the well known procedure for computing the Lorentz transform of an operator? the:re r~sult$ that if Eqs. (7 ·1), (8 · 3) and (8 · 6) are satisfied 111 the rest system, then the same happens in all inertial frames of reference (as should obviously be expected).
As a last remark against a literal interpretation of (1) or (2), let us remember that Bacry 9 ) showed that his operator does not obey the "translation condition" ( cf. § 5). (He used this as an argument against the interpretation of the operator he defined as a point position.) We conclude that in spite of its interesting properties the physical interpretation of Bacry's operator as something related to position is not clear. But it should be remarked that these properties justify additional research in order to find the precise meaning of the operator. § 9. Finkelstein~s position operator
A. The operators XF' and XF'
The position operators defined by R. J. Finkelstein/ 0 ) when particularized for the electron in the one particle approximation turn out to be the solution
XF' of Eqs. (4·6).
The 4-scalar PaXF'a must be constructed with the ingredients of the theory.
Then, it must be of the form 
where
As PaXF'a is a 4-scalar, Eq. (4·6b) is automatically satisfied.
We replace Eq. (9 · 2a) into Eq. ( 4 · 6a):
XF'" = -(PaPa)-1 P
13
J 13'" + P'" (x 13 P!3flc1) + x 13 y f3gC2) + flcs)), so that, by using Eq. (2 · 2)
Xp'"=x'"+ (i/2)r'"[(P"r")- 
Replacing this into Eqs. (9 · 4) and (9 · 5) we obtain the more general form of Finkelstein's operator
] p11-and of its associated spin The function g< 3 ) remains arbitrary. For example for XF we have that under a 4-translation a, (9 ·16) The reason for the wrong behaviour of XF and XF is that Finkelstein's condition (6 · 4d) implies that (PaXFa) is translation invariant. That is why we shall introduce two modified operators X/ and X/ such that they agree with the =r is a c-number. Let us call it the r-hypothesis. With Eqs. (9·4) and (9·8) we obtain that
is a c-number equal tor andthisisimpossibleunlessg(l)=g< 2 )=r=O, but r constantly equal to zero contradicts its meaning as a time. Thus, in one particle approximation the r-hypothesis cannot be used. We disregarded it in A, § 6 by other reasons.
C. The operators XF' and XF'
We impose and X:/"= (PaPa)-
Instead of Eq. ( 4 · 6d) we impose the "translation condition" ( § 5). We call tF'"v the spin associated to XF' (cf. § 2). Equations (9 ·1) to (9 · 8) remain correct if we substitute XF by XF' and tF"v by tF'~'v because the requirements (9·17a) to (c) are the same as the (4·6a) to (c). In particular, from Eqs. (9 · 5), (9 · 6) and (9 · 8) we deduce By replacing p by p we associate the following operators to XF' and tF'"'v: (9 ·23a ) and (9 ·24) whe e we put (9. 23b) We have 
is the tensor associate( B) to Bunge's position operator XB. 4) .) From Eqs. (9 · 6) and (9 · 8) we see that 
E. Derivatives The physical interpretation of formulas like (9 · 33) and (9 · 34) where XF' or XF' occur, is obtained from that of XB in reference 4) and we shall not repeat it. We should only remember that the y 0 factor in an equation like (9 · 34)
is consistent with Beitler's formula (7 ·10). § 10. Conclusions
A. Localization
The position operators defined by Pryce (class d), Bacry and R. J. Finkelstein were discussed for the electron, in the one particle approximation, in § § 7, 8 and 9. The result is that without having to go to the free particle case, they are seriously objectionable.
At the end of § 7 we showed a way in which Pryce's class d operator can be modified. This would solve the difficulties without changing the fundamental ideas of Pryce's work.
Finkelstein's operator ( § 9) is defined in terms of several conditions. We *) This result was avoided in Finkelstein's paper by using the -r-hypothesis, which for the electron cannot be done in the one particle approximation (cf. point B).
showed which one of these originates the difficulties and modified it. Then the undesirable properties of Finkelstein's operator disappeared but what was obtained was Bunge's position operator (up to an arbitrary and unimportant constant of the motion).
Bunge's position operator (which was quickly reviewed in § 4) was analyzed in reference 4) with similar tools to the ones used here for studying Pryce's, Bacry's and Finkelstein's operators. It was shown that Bunge's operator, having Dirac's position as a systematic counterpart, has quite reasonable properties. Moreover, it was proved in reference 12) that it is intimately related to the requirement of physical equivalence, as regards localization, of inertial frames of reference. It also follows from reference 12) that most position operator candidates do not have this property.
Yet we do not know which one is the definitive solution of the localization problem. But it results from this analysis that Bunge's operator (with Dirac's one as a counterpart, in the sense of reference 4) has a good chance to be (or be related to) the solution.
B. ProjYer time
Extending previous work included m the References, we constructed (what we believe is) a self-consistent scheme for a quantum mechanical proper time of Dirac's electron. We did this with two basic entities: (1) Beck's time derivative and (2) a proper time operator which we introduced guided by R. ]. Finkelstein's work.
In this way we have tried to clear up this seeming puzzle of quantum relativistic theory: the absense of proper time. This is strange since m the relativistic non quantum theory, proper time is not only a natural entity but an essential one for the manifestly covariant formulation. 
C. Related formulas
The operator can be considered as a formal mass operator because of Eq. (AI). In terms of it we have and (A8b)
